“Duffy” was a hard running and consistent field dog. His style and intensity handling birds was a joy to watch. Handled by professional Ken Jellings, he was entered in 161 field trials, placing 112 times and winning 71 times. He earned his AKC Field Championship in 1976 and his AKC Amateur Championship in 1977. He was the number one WCA Puppy-Derby in 1974 and 1975. He was also the WCA number one All-Age Dog in 1977, ’78, ’80 and ’81. Winning back-to-back Amateur National Championships in 1978 and 1979 and the National Championship in 1978 were a highlight to his career. He was the Weimaraner representative at the AKC Centennial Dog Show in 1984. He sired the 1980 National Derby and Futurity winner and other field placing offspring. He was viewed by many to be one of the best Weimaraner field dogs ever.

Breeder: David Christensen
Owner: John G. and Paula Alger